contiguous residential neighborhoods." [FN9] Even though this zone exists primarily to serve people who live nearby, neither houses nor apartments are allowed in the "Neighborhood Commercial" zone. [FN10] The city also has two "Community/General Commercial" zones, where a wider range of activities may occur [FN11] --but again, housing is not among the permitted activities. [FN12] Finally, the city has a separate zone for office parks--and here too housing is not allowed. [FN13] In sum, many of Jacksonville's residents live in areas where housing is the only possible land use. If you live in one of those zones and are not particularly close to a commercial zone, you are not going to be able to walk to a store even for the simplest purchase. [FN14] Thus, Jacksonville's zoning district regulations make Jacksonville residents more automobile-dependent. *842 2. How Density Regulation Makes Jacksonville Sprawl If you live in a residential zone but live within a block or two of a commercial street, you can walk to stores--and where residential areas are compact, quite a few people will have this opportunity. But Jacksonville's Zoning Code rigorously limits residential density. As noted above, nine of Jacksonville's seventeen residential zones are "rural" or "low-density" zones. [FN15] In each of these zones, the city code mandates that houses use a certain amount of land--at least one or two acres in the most "rural" zone, [FN16] 6000 square feet (or slightly under .14 of an acre) [FN17] in the most compact zone, [FN18] and intermediate amounts of land in other low-density zones. [FN19] Such low densities reduce the opportunities of both pedestrians and transit users. If each residence consumes large amounts of land, fewer residences can be placed within a short walk of shops or offices. Thus, antidensity regulations reduce the number of people who can live within walking distance of shops or jobs. And in low-density areas, very few people will live within *843 walking distance of a bus stop, [FN20] which, in turn, means that very few people can conveniently take the bus to work. [FN21] By contrast, more compact neighborhoods increase transportation choices because more people in an area means more potential riders within a short walking distance of a bus stop. Some commentators have suggested that a neighborhood must have at least seven or eight dwelling units per acre to support significant public transit service. [FN22] Only 7.25 units per acre may be built in Jacksonville's most compact low-density zone, [FN23] and even lower densities are mandated in the city's other low-density zones.
[FN24] Thus, Jacksonville's antidensity regulations mean that very few people can conveniently use the city's bus system to reach jobs or other destinations. *844 B. Parking and Street Design: Why You May Have to Drive Everywhere Even if You Live in a High-Density, Mixed-Use Zone Of course, not all Jacksonville residents live in low-density, single-use zones. The city does have medium-and high-density residential zones [FN25] and allows some housing in some of its commercial zones. [FN26] But even apartment dwellers and other residents of higher-density zones are affected by the city's parking and street design regulations--regulations that tend to make life uncomfortable for nondrivers.
apartments with under 500 square feet of living space, 1.75 parking spaces per unit for larger studio and one bedroom apartments, and at least two spaces for larger units. [FN27] Commercial landowners must also set aside large amounts of land for parking: most professional offices must create two off-street parking spaces for every 500 feet of office space, [FN28] and most other businesses must create one off-street parking space for every 300 feet of floor space. [FN29] As a result of such regulations, landowners typically surround offices, shops, and apartments with parking lots thus creating a "strip mall" effect. [FN30] Government-mandated strip malls deter *845 walking and encourage driving in several ways. First, the parking-dominated "dead areas" created by minimum parking requirements discourage walking by creating landscapes that are visually unappealing for pedestrians. An Environmental Protection Agency report states that where buildings are set back behind yards of parking rather than being "flush with the sidewalk," [FN31] a pedestrian "has less to look at [and] feels more isolated." [FN32] By contrast, "small setbacks and shop-front windows provide more interesting scenery for pedestrians and create a feeling of connection between the buildings and the public spaces bordering them." [FN33] Second, parking lots in front of buildings lengthen the commutes of pedestrians and bicyclists by increasing the distance between streets and destinations such as offices and shops. Where parking is in front of a shop, pedestrians and bicyclists cannot *846 approach the shop without going through an uninviting (if not downright dangerous) parking lot, dodging cars on their way. [FN34] Third, minimum parking requirements spread sprawl by reducing density, because land devoted to parking cannot be used for housing or businesses. For example, if a city's parking code requires landlords to set aside half of their land for parking, the city is effectively reducing population density by 50%. In fact, Jacksonville's Code sometimes requires even greater reductions in density. Here is how: typically, a parking space takes up about 370 square feet. [FN35] So Jacksonville's requirement that the owner of a 500-square-foot efficiency must provide 647 feet of parking for that unit (1.75 parking spaces times 370 square feet), [FN36] means that an owner, who could put 2.25 500-foot units on 1147 square feet, must, instead, build one unit and one parking space--a density reduction of 54%. [FN37] And as noted above, [FN38] low density reduces the number of people who can walk to bus stops, jobs, or shops; for example, an apartment complex with five or ten units per acre will support less bus service than one with twenty units per acre. Finally, minimum parking requirements generate automobile dependence by subsidizing driving. While roads are at least partially paid for by user fees, [FN39] parking is nearly always "free" to *847 its users. [FN40] But such "free" parking is in fact paid for by landowners, who build parking lots and pass the costs of those parking lots to society as a whole in the form of higher rents, and by the landowners' business tenants, who then pass those higher rents on to society as a whole in the form of higher prices for goods and services. Thus, minimum parking requirements are essentially a type of tax that redistributes money from society as a whole to drivers. [FN41] In sum, minimum parking requirements make even mixed-use neighborhoods more automobile-oriented by reducing density, by subsidizing driving, and by forcing pedestrians and bicyclists to waste time commuting through seas of parking in order to reach apartments, shops, and jobs.
Streets for Cars, Not for People
In addition to regulating parking and zoning, Jacksonville has a separate set of regulations governing street design. [FN42] Jacksonville's street regulations consistently mandate wide streets and long blocks. The costs of these choices will be addressed below.
*848 a) Fat Streets Jacksonville mandates that the largest major streets be at least 150 feet wide, [FN43] which means that such streets may have as many as 140 feet of pavement [FN44] and ten lanes. [FN45] A second category of streets, "minor arterials," must be 120 feet wide, and even "collector" streets, designed to interconnect residential and commercial areas, must be 70 to 80 feet wide. [FN46] Even by the standards of the United States, such streets are unusually wide: the typical American "principal arterial" street in an urban area has only 39 feet of pavement, and the typical American collector street in a rural area has only 24 feet of pavement. [FN47] *849 Jacksonville's wide streets discourage walking (and to a lesser extent, biking) in a variety of ways. First, a wide street lengthens pedestrian commutes because "a wide[] roadway takes longer to cross" than a narrower street. [FN48] Second, wide streets may also be more dangerous for pedestrians because a longer commute "increase[es] the [amount of] time [a] pedestrian is exposed to traffic." [FN49] Third, wide streets may also endanger pedestrians and bicyclists by encouraging motorists to drive faster. [FN50] Fast traffic may increase the number of accidents because a motorist driving 30 miles per hour has a field of vision spanning about 150 degrees, while a motorist driving 60 miles per hour has a 50-degree field of vision. [FN51] Fast traffic also increases the severity of accidents: the probability of a pedestrian being killed by an automobile is only 3.5% where the automobile is traveling 15 miles per hour, increases to 37% if the automobile is traveling 31 miles per hour, and increases to 83% if the automobile is traveling 44 miles per hour. [FN52] Finally, wide streets require government to take more land from landowners than narrow streets, thus reducing population density by taking land that landowners could use to build housing. [FN53] As noted above, low-density areas tend to have low levels of walking and transit use because the fewer the number of housing units that can be placed near a bus stop or other destination, the smaller the number of people who can comfortably walk to that destination. [FN54] *850 b) Long Blocks Jacksonville limits the number of streets intersecting major streets, allowing only four intersections per mile (or one every 1320 feet) [FN55] on "major arterials" and eight per mile (or one every 660 feet) on "minor arterials." [FN56] Thus, the amount of pavement between one intersection and another must be at least 660 feet long, even on "minor" arterials. If a city has only a few intersections per mile, pedestrians have very few opportunities to cross streets and thus must spend more time trying to reach destinations between two intersections.
[FN57] By contrast, short blocks (such as the 200-foot blocks common in Portland, Oregon) [FN58] make it easier for pedestrians to cross streets [FN59] and thus to reach destinations without going out of their way to do so. Thus, pedestrians benefit from short blocks and suffer from long blocks.
C. Does Regulation Matter? It could be argued that Jacksonville's regulations have little effect on the city's urban form because those regulations might just mimic what the market would do without government *851 interference. [FN60] To be sure, there is no way to know exactly what a city's land-use pattern would be with less intrusive regulations. However, developers throughout the United States believe that government regulation frustrates compact, pedestrian-oriented development. [FN61] In 2001, the Urban Land Institute ("ULI") (a developers' trade association) [FN62] conducted a survey asking developers about the impact of zoning upon "'alternatives to conventional, low-density, automobile-oriented, suburban development."' [FN63] 85.4% of developers surveyed agreed that the supply of such development was inadequate to meet market demand, [FN64] and 78.2% of developers identified government regulation as a significant barrier to such development. [FN65] So, if Jacksonville resembles the rest of the United States, its regulations are an obstacle to more pedestrian-friendly development. Moreover, Jacksonville's most walkable neighborhoods have experienced significant price appreciation--evidence that there may be substantial unmet demand for such environments. In San Marco and Riverside, two older, relatively walkable areas, [FN66] property values increased by 50% and 68%, respectively, between *852 1992 and 2001 [FN67] --an appreciation rate higher than the 37% region-wide appreciation rate during that period. [FN68] III. CONCLUSION Attempts to reform urban sprawl are often met with charges that critics of the status quo seek "to force people out of their cars." [FN69] But in Jacksonville, the government arguably forces people into their cars through heavy-handed zoning, parking, and street design regulation: not just through traditional zoning regulations directly limiting land use and density, but also by enacting parking and street design regulations that force pedestrians to go out of their way to cross the street, by making those streets too wide to be easily crossed, and by mandating the creation of moats of parking between those streets and the ultimate destination of a pedestrian or bicyclist. .6% of Jacksonville commuters drove alone or carpooled to work in 2000, the highest percentage among America's twenty-five largest cities; only 2.1% of Jacksonville commuters used public transit to get to work, and only 1.8% of Jacksonville commuters walked to work).
[FN3]. For example, the Standard Zoning Enabling Act, a model state statute that has been almost universally adopted, specifically authorizes municipalities to regulate "the density of
